
Pre-Menstrual Selfcare

TOP 10 TIPS



hi there!

My name is Natasha and I used to hate being a woman for one reason: my period. However, 

while I was doing my degree in herbal medicine I discovered a world full of natural remedies 

which helped my period complaints. I also learnt that my periods were trying to tell me something 

about my health and wellbeing. By listening to this I can now say that I live a much healthier and

happier life than before. Here are my top ten tips to help you on your way to experiencing the 

same. 



Top Ten Tips

Avoid Sugar
I'm quite the sugar fiend but I have really
noticed that if I avoid refined sugar in the

week before my period my pain levels
decrease and my PMS mood swings barely

happen. Everyone is different but eating
refined sugar during your premenstrual phase
emphasises your already sensitive soul. More

specifically, your blood sugar goes on wild ups
and downs till you end up biting your partner’s
head off for no reason, or crying because you

saw a sweet old lady in the street. Keep it
level with complex carbohydrates and
cinnamon sweetened treats instead.  
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Get a Massage
It doesn't have to be a massage but it should be 

something self-indulgent that allows you undisturbed 
time to rejuvenate. A lot of beauty treatments allow 
this too e.g. pedicures! If you can't afford a treatment 
some of the other tips might suit better but simply 
giving yourself a foot or even a belly massage with 

special oils can be very relaxing.  
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Eat proper chocolate
Not all chocolate is bad for you. Raw chocolate

contains many nourishing vitamins and
minerals. It has antidepressant properties and
boosts your feel good hormones. It's the sugar

in processed chocolate which is bad for you; it's
addictive and it strips you of your vitamins. I

HIGHLY recommend conscious chocolate bars-
they taste amazing and are sweetened with
nourishing plant sugars like agave instead.  
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Soak in a bath
Using epsom salts in a hot bath is perfect for 

helping to alleviate aches and pains. It's 
important to take at least 2 a week during the 
premenstrual phase in order to increase your 

magnesium levels. Magnesium is best 
absorbed through the skin and it helps with 
constriction in the body. Add some essential 

oils like Geranium, Clary sage or Lavender to 
help even more. In fact, just buy my Waning 

Moon Bath Salts to make it easy! 
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Keep a PMT journal
PMT isn't just a temporary lapse of madness,

it's your pre-menstrual truth. It’s also true
though that your communication skills are at

their lowest during this time so it's important to
keep these realisations saved for later. Write
down all the maddening thoughts you have
before you shout them at your partner and

wait a week- let the hormones settle and see
what truth laid beneath the madness.   
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Eat iron rich foods
Ironically, the more you bleed, the less iron you
have and the less iron you have the more you
bleed! So, if you're prone to heavy bleeds, the

week before your period is a good time to
boost your iron levels, though for maximum

effect you should do so throughout the month.
You could also eat lots of spinach, apricots or
even drink lots of cups of nettle tea. But if you
want to make it easy, just get some floradix.
It's on my website if you're not sure where to

get it from.  
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Plan for rest
Mark a few days out on your calendar when 
you're close to your period to just relax. Reduce 
your workload and plan your schedule so that 
you get ahead while you're ovulating instead. 

Then you can have guilt-free time with your feet 
up when you're at your most tired and run down. 
I put "quiet time" in my diary to achieve this and it
reminds me not to book in lots of social gatherings 

and the like.  
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Protect your immunity
Due to the hormone changes in this time you're

most likely to get a cold during your
premenstrual phase. If you're surrounded by

sick people I'd recommend taking some
preventative herbs. Elderberry, Rosehip and

Echinacea are great for this. Some people like
to take Vitamin D3 and C during the winter

time too.  
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Drink herbal tea
Treat yourself to the relaxing ritual of home-
brewed loose leaf tea. Using herbs that relax

the body and soothe the mind are great during
this time of month. Cinnamon helps to balance
blood sugar, as does Fennel. Chamomile and
Passionflower are nice for relaxation and you
may want to add a sweetener in the form of

edible Rose water- just because it's lush! If you
wanna make it easy buy my Peace Time Tea.  
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Do what you want
I can't tell you what makes you feel relaxed.

Everyone is different.So I implore you to
discover what really does it for you. Spend

time, observing. Your pre-menstrual time is a
time of rawness and high instinctive clarity.

Once you find that feeling of calm, you know
what created it and just keep doing it till it

gets old!  
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These are just some of the things I recommend during the pre-menstrual phase for people 
experiencing natural menstrual cycles. There are 3 more phases to the cycle that each 
need their own special attention too though. If you want to learn about the 4 phases in 
their simplest form I have a small guide to whet the appetite but if you want to take it 
deeper and learn about the phases, remedies for common period problems and how to 
combine them to be a super-woman I have a 4 week long course that does just that- 
explore my website to find out more.  

http://foragebotanicals.teachable.com/ 

a final thought...

http://foragebotanicals.teachable.com/

